




Realtime adaptive AI 
systems for limited 
bandwidth applications

We can take a deep neural network of size 159mb 

and compress it down to < 1.3mb without accuracy 

loss.

We have efficient techniques for incrementally 

updating and transmitting AI models.

Example Application

• Explainable anomaly detection for network security
• Human integrated sensor systems



Basic Explanations

Most AI vendors offer AI capabilities with only basic 

explanations.



Advanced Explanations

Q. V. Liao, D. Gruen and S. Miller. Questioning the AI: informing design practices for explainable 

AI user experiences. In: Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing 

Systems. ACM

We build interactive AI systems capable of advanced 

explanations.



We develop technology with 
a human-centered paradigm
Human actors, and human actions, form an integral component of 

system operations and goals.

Employees seek autonomy, mastery and development (we 

want to thrive as people).

The workplace and work itself serve as one of the most 

important social channels through which humans can flourish, and 

human dignity can manifest. 

When one introduces an AI tool into the workplace, it implicitly 

or explicitly occupies a position on the social structure. 

Everyone is a someone, and not a something.



Project Velograph – Working to make our roads safer

www.velograph.app

Custom non-intrusive hardware is attached to a bike, consisting of a GPS tracker and two short-range radars, 

which we use to pinpoint the locations where passing cars keep an unsafe distance.



Virtual & Augmented Reality Training 

Training aboriginal communities how to manage 

diabetes-related foot complications.

Training people living with intellectual disabilities 

basic life skills (e.g., how to prepare a meal).



We offer an all-in-one collaborative 
platform to assist organisations to 
plan, build, and manage artificial 
intelligence and related 
autonomous projects.  

The platform provides a systematic, 
whole of organisation approach to 
planning, building and maintaining 
an AI system through its entire 
lifecycle.

We help you identify your best opportunity for AI.
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Partner with us and let us work together to build 
Society 5.0 

www.ivai.com.au

contactus@ivai.com.au


